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COMHAIRLE NA nOSPIDEAL AND THE 

REGIONAL HOSPITAL BOARDS 

INTRODUCTION 

The decision to set up Comhairle na nOspideal and the three regional 
hospital boards was taken more than 2 years ago when the Health Act, 1970 was, 
passed. Their functions have been further defined in recent Regulations. 
However, there were clearly many matters still to be clarified. In February 
1972 you therefore asked us, in light of the Act and the Regulations, to make 
recommendations to you as Minister for Health, and to the new bodies them
selves when appointed, defining (a) their responsibilities relative to those of 
others (particularly the boards of the voluntary hospitals, the health boards and 
the Department of Health); (b) the functions to be delegated by them to their 
officers, and their supporting organization and staffing requirements; (c) their 
working relationships with existing bodies; and (d) how they should start to set 
about their tasks. We have tried to cover all these matters in our report, which 
(:Ontains chapters on 

l. The overall frarn.ework into which Comhai:rle na 
nOspideal and the regional hospital boards must fit, 
for the purpose of serving patients 

2. The functions, organization and operation of Comhairle 
na nOspideal 

3. The functions, organization and operation of the three 
regional hospital boards 

4. The arrangements for staff support to both Comhairle 
na nOspideal and the regional hospital boards 

5. The working relationships between the new and the 
existing bodies 

6. The initial steps to be taken by the new bodies in 
setting about their tasks, and by the Departin.ent in 
helping them to do so. 

You have stressed in both houses of the Oireacbtas and direct to us that 
you want to avoid duplication of functions between the various bodies and lack 
of clarity in decision making. You have said that for this purpose we may have 
to come up with some novel recommendations, and that you, for your part, will 
be prepared to examine these with an open mind. Your purpose, with which we 
entirely agree, is to see the new and existing bodies working efficiently together 
for the good of patients. 



During our study w e have had opportunity to consult very widely with 
voluntary bodies responsible for hospitals, the health boards, the professions 
and unions, and your Department. We have talked with the authorities 
responsible for well over 90 per cent of the hospital beds in Ireland, hearing 
their views and explaining to them the broad lines of our own thinking. These 
consultations have been e xtremely helpful to us - indeed we could not possibly 
have reported without them - but we, of course, carry sole responsibility for 
the recommendations submitted. 

2 

At times convenient to the members of the new bodies we very much hope 
to have the chance to explain to them any aspect of our recommendations that 
they may find unclear, and to seek to answer any questions they may have. 

In your closing statements in the Dail and Seanad in the moving of the 
Regulations setting up Comha irle na nOspideal and the regional hospital boards 
you emphasized the need to review in due course how they work in practice. 
We strongly support the idea of such a review in 3 to 5 years' time, to evaluate 
how far the new bodies are achieving their purpose and whether any changes 
are required in the context of the health service as a whole. 

McKinsey & Company, Inc. 
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1 - THE OVERALL FRAMEWORK 

1. Comhairle na nOspid~al and the regional hospital boards (RHBs ) will not 
exist in isolation. Therefore our recommendations must fit them into 
the pattern of existing organizations in such a way that they contribute to 
good health care for the people of Ire land at reasonable cost. 

2. In this chapter we seek to establish the role of the new bodies, by 
• • exarru.m.n g: 

2. 1 The current health care needs of the people of Ireland_, 
and the problems encountered in meeting these needs 
with the available resources of money and personnel. 
Since Comhairle na nOspideal and the RHBs are espe
cially concerned with hospitals we focus on the hospital 
service, but always within the wider setting of the health 
services as a whol e. 

2. 2 The role of existing bodies in meeting these needs . 

2. 3 The consequent role of the Comhairle and the RHBs in 
meeting these needs and fitting in with the role of other 
bodies. 

HEALTH CARE NEEDS AND 
THE HOSPITAL SERVICES 

-3. Any comment on health care needs and the way in which services are 
meeting them must be made with caution and humility, for several rea
sons. 

3, 1 First, need in this context is an elusive concept and can 
n e ver be fully satisfied. In the main, as one need is met 
successfully, new needs arise. For example, success in 
saving the lives of children born with spina bifida gives 
rise to the need for care for the additional children sur
viving, most of them with a degree of permanent handicap. 

3. 2 Second, there is no reliable way of measuring the effec
tiveness and economy with which existing services are 
meeting need. Such indicators of overall effectiveness 
as are available - e. g., expectation of life, infant 
mortality - are known to be strongly influenced by many 
factors outside the health services. And so far as 
economy is concerned, it is often difficult to tell when 
low cost represents efficiency and when it represents 
lowe r quality. 

McKinsey& Company; Inc . 



EXHIBIT 1 

Ireland is near the median for 32 countries 
on 3 important health indicators ..•. SUM OF LATE FOETAL DEATH 

AND INFANT MORTALITY RATES 
(per 1,000 live births) 

'WORSE' 
'BETTER' QUA Rill.;;; 
QUARTILE 20.0 3~.0 MEOI AN 43.8 

Note: 1. Medians and quartiles shown are • • • 30 35 40 45 
international figures based on 32 

England and countries I 
·~2.6 

I I I 

Wa les ~ 

2. Individual countries shown are 
Scotland 35.8 those most re levant for campori son 

with Ireland 
Ireland 36.3 

Six counties -40.3 

MALE EXPECTATION OF LIFE FEMALE EXPECTATION OF LIFE 

(Years at Age 1) (Yeo rs at Age 1) 

'WORSE' MEOIAN "BETTER' 'WORSE" MEOIAN .. B~ TT-=" ' 

oe .4 O!L2 09-~ 73.4 74. 2 74.7 

• • • • • • 
67 68 69 70 72 73 74 75 

Ireland ' ' I &s:5 England and I I I I' •:>.~ Wales 
England and -69.1 Six counties 17 4.1 

Wales I I 
Scotland \ 73.4 Six counties 69.0 

67.5 -
Scotland Ireland .. 13.4 ~ - ( 

Source: Sir George Godber's report for 1970 (figures are for various years from 7960 ) by later, and 
more properly comparable, figures for Ire land from the Irish Statistical Bulletin 

EXHIBIT 2 

Ireland ranks second only to France in reduction 
of infant mortality rate ..•• 

%DECREASE IN INFANT MORTALITY 1956-1970 

- 49.6% 

-46.7 

- 43.0 

-35.0 

-32.5 

-24.0 

Source: On the state of the Public Health, 1957 (1967, 1970) 
United Nations Demographic Yearbook, 1969 
World Health Statistics Report, 1972 

INFANT MORTALITY RATE 
PER 1,000 LIVE BIRTHS (1970) 

France 18.2 

Ireland 19.2 

Be lgium 20.5 

Norway 12.7 

Sweden 11 .0 

Netherlands 12.7 

Scotland 19.6 

England and Wales 18. 2 

Six counties 22.9 



--

3. 3 Third, although most assessment must be based on 
comparisons , the necessary data are not always available 
or equally reliable. 

3. 4 Finally, there are very important differences in outlook 
and tradition among countries and within countries affect
ing the type of health service required. 

4. But provided comparisons are made with caution and humility they can 
provide a rational starting point for asses sing the job to be done in 
o r ganizing health care in any country. Thus in a lesser deve loped 
c ountry (with high infant and maternal mortality, low expectation of life 
a nd a high incidence of infectious disease) the job is entirely diffe rent 
f r om that in a developed country, like Ireland. On the other hand, 
Ireland is not as wealthy as many of its neighbours and this affects the 
kind of services it can finance. 

Comparisons of 
Genera l Health Standards 

5. Inte rnational comparisons suggest that Ireland occupies a mid position 
a mong developed countries in the overall he alth standard of its people, 
a nd that it has improved its standards more rapidly than mo s t in the last 
10 or 15 years. 

5. 1 As Exhibit l shows, Ireland was near the median point 
for the 32 countries compared in the English Chief 
Medical Officer's report on all the three indices used. 

5. 2 Since 1956 Ireland has reduced its infant mortality rate 
more sharply than most comparable countries (Exhibit 2) . 
It has done this from a high 1956 figure to one which i s 
much more in line with other Western European countries. 
Major contributory factors to the improvement have been 
earlier marriage, earlier maternity and a sharp reduction 
in recent years in births to older mothers who already 
have large families.* 

5 . 3 Infant mortality and maternity mortality continue to 
decrease. The figures for 1971 we r e the lowest on 
record in Ireland. 

,~ - See The Medico-Social Research Board Annual Report, 1971 

Mc Kinsey & Company, Inc . 
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EXHIBIT 3 

The proportion of aged persons in Ireland 
has been steadily increasing •••. 

% POPUL.ATION OVER 65 

10.64 10.69 11.18 11. 2 

9.66% 

1936 1946 1951 1961 1966 

..•. With particular emphasis 
on persons in the upper age 
groups •••• 

•••• And with further estimated 
increases by 1 981 • . • • 

JIGE 

OVER 75 

OVER 80 

OVER 85 

AGE 

NUMBER OF 
AGED PERSONS 

% ;NCREASE 1951-1966 GROUP 1911 •!981 ( EST.) 

+ 9.1% 65-75 .... 204,769 221,541 

+ 26.5% 75-80 66,592 70,168 

+ 52.8% 80-85 37,2 53 44,720 

>85 18,644 21,004 

Source: The Core of the Aged- Report of ln terdepartmentq]Committee 1968 

%INCREASE 

1971-1981 

+ 9.2% 

+ 6.9% 

+12.0% 

+12.7% 

-



• 

6. As in similar countries, patterns of mortality and morbidity are changing 
in Ireland, and thus old problems are giving way to new ones. Also the 
standard of treatment aimed for by clinicians and expected by the public is 
nsmg . 

6. 1 The sharp declil''le in infant and maternal mortality has 
already been referred to. Mortality and morbidity 
arising from tuberculosis and most other infectious 
diseases show similar trends. 

6. 2 On the other hand, complex degenerative diseases and 
personality disorders are increasing. ~ Coronary throm
bosis, the cancers and stroke are now the leading causes 
of death, accounting between them for well over half of 
Ireland's total deaths in 1971. Mental illness and various 
forms of addiction are important and rising causes of 
morbidity. 

6. 3 As a result of better health standards more people live 
to a great age, and the trend is expected to continue 
(Exhibit 3). This group makes exceptionally heavy 
demands on health and social services. 

6. 4 Standards once considered satisfactory are no longer 
acceptable. This is illustrated by the commission 
and other reports on mental illness, mental handicap, 
care of the aged, and child health services, all 
published since 196 5. 

7. To meet these new problems and satisfy rising expectations the service 
will require a combination of sophisticated acute hospital care of a very 
high order, better links between community and hospital care, and more 
emphasis on prevention (especially those preventive measures for which 
the individual must himself take primary responsibility). This is basi
cally the same combination as other developed countries must also 
proyide. 

7. 1 Treatment of acute illness is in many cases increasingly 
specialist - e. g. , renal dialysis and many forms of acute 
surgery - requiring the backup services of a major 
hospital. 

McKinsey & Company, Inc. 
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EXHIBIT 4 

Since 1959 public 
expenditure on 
health has more 
than trebled •••• 

Rates 

Central &ovemment 
grants 

Year ending 31 March 

.. 
• 

1959 

EXPENDITURE OF LOCAL 
HEALTH AUTHORITIES 

1961 1963 1965 

Note: Totals excfude some forms of public expenditure and this explains 
why totals ore lower than in Exhibit 5 

Source: The Health Services of Ireland by Dr. Hensey, IPA, 1972 

·EXHIBIT 5 

1967 1969 

Expenditure 
£Million 

70 

60 

50 

40 

30 

20 

10 

0 
1971 

Net public expenditure on health 
is rising rapidly •••. 

. •.. and is taking an increasing 
share of GNP and total government 
expenditure •••• 

£MILLION 

101.5 

86.7 

72.1 

59.6 

1968-69 1969- 70 1970- 71 1971-72 1972-73 

(est.) 

Sources: Deportment of Health, Dublin 
National statistics 
Me Kin sey estimates 

% OF GNP 

4.6 

1969 19/0 1971 1972 

% OF 

GOVERNMENT 
EXPENDITURE 

9.7 

1969 IY/0 1971 

*- 5.8% of GNP if private expenditure Is included 

• 

• 



8. 

-

7. 2 On the other hand it has never been clearer that no 
hospital can afford to isolate itself. The degenerative 
diseases and pe r sonality disorde rs referred to in 
Paragraph 6. 2 call for a flexible combination of 
community-based health and social care c ombined with 
r elatively short periods of intensive , hospital-based 
treatment. Even where total cure is not possible , 
increasing emphasis is put upon enabling people to live 
in the community, rather than in institutions. 

7 . 3 Preventive measures warrant constant evaluation 
because of the dramatic impact they can sometimes 
make on causes of suffering, often a t relatively low 
cost. The 1965 c a mpaign in Ireland for oral vaccina
tion a gainst polio, which led to 80 pe r cent coverage 
of children under 18, is a dramatic example of the 
success that can sometimes be achieved. 

7. 4 However, the types of disease referre d to in 
Paragraph 6. 2 in the main require education and 
support of the individual (for exa mple , on weight 
control, regular ex e rcise, use of l e isure and avoid
ance of harmful addictions) rather than more 
traditional public health activities. 

Like other countries Ireland spends a significant and increasing amount 

6 

on health services. Compared with Engla nd, Ireland spends less per 
hea d in absolute terms , which is to be expected since, in general, health 
spe nding is related to money available and England is a wealthier country. 
Howe ver, Ireland spends a rather higher proportion of GNP on health than 
E ngla nd does, and Irish expenditure has b een rising very fast in recent 
yea rs, in line with similar trends in all deve loped countries. Obviously, 
rises of this magnitude cannot be continue d indefinitely. 

8. 1 The rise in health spending has been particularly marked 
in the last l 0 years in Ireland, most of the increase being 
met by central government spending (Exhibit 4 ) . 

8 . 2 Irish expenditure from all sources on health for 1971 - 72 
is estimated by u s a s about £ l 00 million, representing 
about £3 3 per h e ad of population and 5 . 8 per cent of GNP. 
The comparable figures for England are about £43 per 

head and 5. 0 per cent of GNP. 

8 . 3 For the last 3 years Irish expenditure on health from 
public sources (the only reliable figure available ) has 
been rising at 20 per cent per annum (Exhibit 5 ). 

Mc Kinsey & Comp a ny, Inc . 
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EXHIBIT 6 

A very high proportion of mental hospital 
beds are in l arge, old institutions ••.• 

BY SIZE OF 
HOSPITAL 

68% in Hospitals With 
Over 700 Beds 

BY AGE OF 
HOSPITAL 

39 

25 
23 

% Beds IJo 7 
% 8 ed s - --+-IJo 6 

Hos pi to I 
Size <400 
(no. of beds) 

400-
700 

700-
1,000 

1,000- >1 ,300 
1,300 

Source: 1965 data from commission on mental illness 

EXHIBIT 7 

Ireland has a large number of acute beds 
by international standards •••• 

Age of 
Hospital 
(years) 

ACUTE BEDS PER 000 POPULATION 

Sweden 

Ireland 

Scotland 5.7 

United States 4.9 

Eng land and Wales 

Note: 1. Figures relate to 1964 for all countries except Ireland 1965-66 

2.Ciossifkotion as 'acute' is open to question, particularly in the case 
of some Iris h beds 

Source: Fitz Gerald report 

<40 

83% In Hospitals Over 
100 Years Old 

11 

40-
100 

7.8 

I 47 

36 

100- > 120 
120 
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Characteristics of 
Hospital Service in Ireland 

7 

9. Since Comhairle na nOspideal and the regional hospital boards are 
specifically concerned with hospital services, it is particularly important 
for our purposes to focus on the characteristics of the hospital service in 
Ireland against the general health background given above. The most 
important characteristics are described below. 

9. 1 As in other countries, the hospital system in Ireland is 
by far the most costly element in the health services. 
It represents about two thirds of total public expenditure 
in health, although only about 10 per cent of the incidence 
of illness is treated in hospitals. 

9 . 2 In terms of menta l hospitals Ireland has a very high pro
portion of its beds in large, old institutions (Exhibit 6). 
Current thinking is to improve outpatient and preventive 
care in the community, place incre ased emphasis on 
short - term acute care and re-examine the whole pattern 
of longer term institutional care. 

9 . 3 For geriatric care the pattern of provision is undergoing 
similar rethinking. The traditional concept of county 
homes is being abandoned, and a move is being made 
towards more community-based care, more provision 
of geriatric assessment units in general hospitals, 
closer association of long-stay units with general hospi
tals, and more home-like welfare accommodation . 

• 

9. 4 In acute hospital provision, Ireland has a large number 
of beds by international standards (Exhibit 7}. The 
average size of hospital, at about 90 beds, is small and 
very few acute units have more than 300 beds. This 
situation poses two problems. The first is how to 
develop a small number of appropriately sited major 
hospitals, staffed and equipped to provide the range of 
services required in modern medical centres. This was 
the main problem addres sed by the FitzGerald Report, 
which recommended the selection of 16 such centres, 
most of which would require radical change from their 
present form. The second problem is how best to use 
the smaller Irish hospitals, namely the county hospitals, 
the district hospita ls and the smaller voluntaries, which 

McKinsey & Company; Inc. 



EXHIBIT 8 

EXHIBIT 10 

Voluntary hospitals are predominant in Dublin 
and play an important role in other parts of 
the country • • . . 

HEALTH BOARD PERCENTAGE OF ACUTE; BEDS PROVIDED 
AREAS BY VOLUNTARY HOSPITALS AND J O INT BOARDS 

I 

Eastern ~ 83% 

North Eastern 

Southern 

Mid land 

Mid·Western 

We stem 

South·E astern 

North-Western 

Although Ireland's current 
expenditure per head of 

13 

popu lation on health is 70 per cent 
of the Eng I ish I eve I ...• 

CURRENT EXPENDI TURE 
PER HEAD OF POPULATI ON 

1792-73 ( ESTIMATES) 

£31 

Ireland England 

Source: 0-.parlm., t of Health, Ovbl ;, 

30 

10% 

Oepartmelll o f Health and Social Security, Lo11clon 

I 
AVERAG E 

48% 

•••• capital spending per 
head of population on health 
is only 35 per cent of the 
Eng I ish figure •••• 

CAPI TAL EXPENDI TURE 
PER HEAD OF POPULATION 

1972-73 ( ESTIMATES) 

£2.0 Eti%M ___ _ 

Ireland Eng land 

35% 

McKinsey & Company, Inc. 
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EXHIBIT 9 

Nonlocal needs are now met 
main I y by Dub I in •••• 

KEY 

Percentage of to tal 
./' bed! days* for heal tl-

/' board area 

NW 

• 

w 

1% 

~ · General hospital care (excluding p sychiatri c ) for health board patients 

Source: Department of Health, Dublin 
Hospital records 

'" \ \ 

r 

l 
I 

I 

I 
I 

! 1 

[ 
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carry much of the existing load of general hospital care 
and command strong, local loyalty. The recommenda
tions in the FitzGerald Report to resolve this second 
problem have commanded much less general support 
than the recommendations on major centres. 

9. 5 Any reference to acute hospital provision in Ireland must 
stress the importance of the voluntary component in the 
service, since it provides about half the total number of 
general hospital beds. The proportion varies sharply by 
area, from 83 per cent in the Eastern Health Board area 
to less than 20 per cent in much of the rest of the country 
(Exhibit 8). In fact the Dublin voluntary hospitals currently 
pr-ovide a national service, in so far as hospital services 
are not available locally in other parts of Ireland (Exhibit 9 ). 
Thus, 95 per cent of all patient days provided by hospitals 
outside the patient's area of residence are currently pro
vided in Dublin, mainly in voluntary hospitals. 

9 . 6 Although Ireland carried out a substantial hospital building 
programme before the Second World War and in the post
war period, it has barely begun the major capital pro
gramme that will be necessary to realign and modernize 
its hospital s y stem when the lines of future development in 
each of the main branches of hospital care are clear. Such 
a programme is now under way in England, where hospital 
building was neglected in the 1950s and early 1960s . As a 
result, the difference between the two countries in the 
amount currently spent on building for health purposes is 
much more marked than in the amount spent on current 
services. Thus, whereas Irish current expenditure on 
health per head of population is 70 per cent of the English 
level, capital expenditure is only 35 per cent o£ the English 
level (Exhibit 1 0) even though the Irish figure h as almost 
doubled in the last 4 years. 

8 

10. In summary, Ireland' s current standard of_health care, so far as we can 
as sess it, compares well with that of other advanced countries. However, 
I r eland must continue to pay the closest possibl e attention to how it uses 
the resources avail able, since new health challenges are constantly 
arising and the country is not wealthy by the standards o f its neighbours. 
In the hospital service the key requirements to maintain a go0d standard 
of care at a cost Ireland can suppor t are 

10. 1 Very close coordination with community services , since 
care of individual patients increasingly demands fl exibl e 
use of inpatient and community care (as emphasized in 
Paragraph 7. 2) and any major change in either type of 
care has important repercussions for the other . 

McKinsey & Company, Inc . 



10. 2 Rational and impartial us~ of the voluntary and public 
compon ents of the hospital system , both of which are 
vital. 

10 . 3 Ability to run w e ll a complicated and expensive servic e 
(which any hospital service inevitably is), transferring 
less ons l earned from one institution to another , and 
drawing on them in new developments. 

10 . 4 Careful control of the development of more sophisticated 
c linical and support services - e. g. , advanced medical 
a nd surgical care , and laboratory services . These ser 
vices are vital to medica l advance, but their cost is high 
and relatively few centres are n eeded in a small country. 

10 . 5 A massive redeve lopment a nd r enewal of most hos pitals 
and their equipment in the next 1 0 or 20 y ears to bring 
them into line with changing requirements in each of the 
main types of hospital care, and the closure of other 
hospitals. 

ROLE OF EXISTING BODIES 

11. Three types of existing bodies play a major part in mee ting the health 
care needs just describe d. The first group is the health boards. The 
second group i s the religious orders and lay boards of governors con
cerned with hea lth services, particularly those that manage voluntary 
hospitals. And, finally, there is the Department of Hea lth, which 
assists you in your overall responsibility as Minister for Health for 
the standard and cost o f health care. The role of each is described 
below, emphasizing future rather than past responsibilities. Looking 
forward, three main changes, described in detail below, are needed 
in th e way t hese bodie s now act . In summary: 

11. 1 There should be m ore delegation of management authority 
to the health boards, the voluntary bodies, and indeed to 
individual units. 

11 . 2 The health boards should rapidly improve their capacity 
to a ssess local needs and plan how best to meet them. 

11. 3 The Depar tment of Health should give cleare r guida nce 
on objectives and priorities than it has done in the past. 
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Health Boards 

12. Health boards have three main responsibilities relevant to this report. 

12. 1 They are responsible, within national g uidelines, for 
assessing local health needs, deciding local priorities and 
allocating resources accordingly. Thus the eligible popu
lation o f each are a can look to its health board to see that 
it is properly cared for, even though some of the resulting 
services are managed by voluntary bodies. 

12 . 2 The health boards are responsible for planning and coordi
nating the community care services, some of which are 
under their direct control (e . g. - the public health and 
social services) and some of which are not. 

12 . 3 Finally, the health boards are the managing authorities for 
all hospitals under their control. 

10 

13. This description of the health boards ' ro le looks to the future rather than 
the past. We have, of course, already made detailed recommendations 
to you on the health boards, in reports submitted in 1970 and 1971. 

13. 1 In particular the health boards need to receive national 
guidance on objectives, priorities and standards, and 
on the finance available to them, and to assess local 
needs in light of these guidelines . So far they have not 
been able to make this asses sment as rigorously as is 
necessary, because they have had to deal with many 
problems arising from the handover of services from 
local government, and because they have had limited 
staffs. Also the Department has not yet given them 
specific guidance on what is expected of them in the 
planning field. 

13. 2 Also there should be a progressive devolution of control 
to the boards on day-to-day matters such as minor 
capital items. 

13. 3 The health boards themselves should in turn seek to give 
larger institutions more day- to-day flexibility and incen
tive for good management, again within policy guidelines 
and budget limits . Where health boards have set up 
multi-disciplinary exe cutive committees for larger 
hospital s (as we recommended in our report of · 
November 1970), we think that their experience has been 
favourable. 
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Volunta ry Bodies 

14. Voluntary bodies play an invaluable part in the running of hospitals and 
you have repeatedly emphasized that this must continue. For the hospitals 
under their control these bodies must be the managing authorities in a full 
s e nse , within policy guidelines on the services needed and resources 
available. These g uidelines are essential since, as pointed out earlier in 
this chapter , each hospital form s only a part of a total service. More
ove r, the bulk of the money to run every hospital is now public money, 
and must be publicly accounted for. Within the guidelines the voluntary 
bodies concerned should be given as m uch flexibility as p ossible. 

15 . This outline of the role of voluntary bodies implies several changes from 
the pas t. Controls over individual non-medical staff appointments, minor 
equipment purchases, and minor capital and maintenance items, should be 
progre ssively relaxed. We recognize that this must happen gradually, as 
g uidelines are developed and experience is gained. Each hospital also 
requires a much clearer picture of its place in the planned provision of 
se rvices, and each managing authority must be more definitely committed 
to an overall budget. .Progress is being made in setting budgets in advance, 
but much remains to be done in developing forward plans for hospital 
s ervices, proving that the authorities concerned will live within a budget 
limit, and relaxing case-by-case controls. 

The Department of Health 

16 . The D e partment has a number of important national responsibilities, 
acting under your leadership as Minister. It must: 

16. l Identify the major ways in which services should change 
to meet changing health needs; the series of advisory 
reports on services published since 1965 illustrate how 
this can be done, drawing upon help from outside the 
Department. 

16. 2 Assist in setting nat.ional objectives, priorities and 
s tandards based upon this detailed work. 

16. 3 Guide and support the health boards and voluntary bodies 
responsible for managing serv1ces, and allocate financial 
resources among them. 
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16.4 Develop the resources required for the running of services, 
including finance, trained personnel and (so far as these 
need to be developed at national level) buildings, equipment 
and supplies. 

16.5 Evaluate and control the overall performance of the services. 
The information being developed by the Medico-Social 
Research Board should be of great help in this connection. 

12 

17. The present report will, of course, have implications for the Department 
and we are currently examining these. 

18. Implicit in all that we have said about the role of existing bodies is the 
fact that individual clinicians are themselves responsible to their patients 
and their professions for the care of individuals, and that they should have 
a strong say in the way in which limited resources are used. The health 
boards, voluntary bodies and the Department all act in their support, 
setting those guidelines that are a matter of broad social and economic 
rather than clinical choice, and deploying the available resources as best 
they can to meet all considerations. 

ROLE OF THE NEW BODIES 

19. Against the background of health care needs and the hospital service in 
that context (Paragraphs 3 to 1 0), and taking account of the role of existing 
bodies, we can define the gaps to be filled by the Comhairle and the RHBs. 
Our recommendations for these new bodies must enable them to fill the 
gaps without duplicating functions that are better carried out by others 
and without confusing the responsibility for decisions. In this section, 
therefore, we summarize the requirements affecting the new bodies, and 
briefly explain how we have taken account of them in our recommendations. 

The Requirements 

20. There is at present too wide a gap between the voluntary a nd health board 
hospitals. The gap needs to be bridged at loca l and national levels. 

20. l From the viewpoint of the health boards, the voluntary 
hospitals form an essential component of the hospital 
system in each area, as shown in Exhibit 8. Moreover, 
the voluntary hospitals (even including those Dublin hos
pitals providing a national service) serve mainly the 
patients of the health area in which they are situated 
(Exhibit 11 ). Spontaneous, informal moves are being 
made by the voluntary and health board hospitals con
cerned in many areas , b ecause people recognize the 
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• 

strength of their common interests and the harm that 
can be done by perpetuating a split at local level. 
However, much remains to be done to break down the 
barriers, distrust and misunderstanding of the past. 

20. 2 At national level the main problem is to remove the 
anomalies that exist in how people are employed in the 
health board and voluntary hospitals, drawing on the 

• best features of both. From a national viewpoint it is 
undesirable that methods of selection, terms and 
conditions of appointment, levels of remuneration, and 
pension provisions, should vary widely between the two 
types of hospital. 

The need for overall control of the development of hospital services was 
summarized in Paragraphs 10.4 and 10. 5. In theory it might be possible 
for the Department to fill this gap, and it is inescapable that the ultimate 
responsibility for major decisions should rest with you, as Minister . 
However, it is in accordance with Irish tradition and with the pattern 
emerging in many other countries that a minister of health should 
encourage leaders of the hospital service, including practising consultants, 
nurses and administrators. to help him in this field. The help needed is 
essentially at national level since: 

21. 1 You as Minister are responsible for setting national guide
lines for the hospital service so as to ensure that care is 
available throughout the country on an equitable basis and 
that the whole service is efficiently and economically 
developed. 

21.2 Ireland is a small country and not an especially wealthy 
one. It cannot afford to duplicate or triplicate services 
for which demand can be met by a single centre. 

21. 3 The eight health board areas are large enough to support 
most hospital services - i.e .• general medicine, general 
surgery, obstetrics, gynaecology and some elements of 
paediatrics, orthopaedics and ENT. These services 
together make up two thirds to three quarters of total beds. 
The voluntary hospitals and health boards in each area 
could therefore propose how best to provide these services 
within the national guidelines you lay down. This leaves a 
quarter to a third of hospital services to be planned on a 
larger basis than that of the health board area. These 
services are split between •regional• and •national • 
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22. 

23. 

24. 

specialties, the demarcation between the two classifications 
being uncertain and subject to change. Also the bulk of both 
the national and regional specialties have tended up to now 
to be provided in Dublin (Exhibit 9 ); while it is national 
policy to develop more specialty work in Cork and Galway 
this will have to be done gradually, and on the basis of 
discussion at national as well as regional level. Thus while 
there should be a regional component in filling the gap in 
overall control of hospital development, the regional com
ponent cannot safely be isolated from the area level on the 
one hand and the national level on the other. 

14 

Finally, there is a gap in the provision of expert advice on the running of 
hospitals based on proven good practice in Ireland and overseas. Once 
again this gap could in theory be filled by the Department, which needs 
this advice to help draw up national guidelines. In practice, however, 
there a re advantages in developing inter-hospital data collection, com
parison, investigation and analysis outside the Department. First, it 
divides the analytic from the control function and thus helps to make clear 
to the hospitals for what purpose confidential information is required; 
second, it overcomes some of the problems that arise in recruiting into 
a civil service department people with the appropriate skills and experience 
for this particular work. 

Our recommendations on the new bodies must help to fill the gaps described 
in Paragraphs 20 to 22, but they must do so without dividing the hospital 
service from the community services (Paragraph 10. 1). 

Finally, the Comhairle and the RHBs must play their part without duplicat
ing functions and obscuring existing responsibilities. You have stressed 
this in the Dail and Seanad, as have other speakers.>'.< Briefly, the new 
arrangements must not obscure the fact that 

24. 1 You are accountable to the Oireachtas for setting national 
health policy, fo r finance, and for overall control of the 
health services. 

* - For example: 

1. Deputy Clinton: ''There will be a great amount of friction if this thing is 
not carefully done. " 

2. Deputy Esmonde: "Which board makes the decisions? Which one 
decides what particular type of surgery is to be carried out or how many 
surgeons are to b e engaged in ope rations? I can see an unsatisfactory 
state of affair s developing where nobody knows exactly what is to happen 
in regard to the hospital services in this country." 
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24. 2 The health boards a re responsible for assessing local 
needs, planning within nationa l guid e lines how best to 
meet them, and ens ur ing that the eligible people of their 
area receive the a ppropriate care. 

24 . 3 The health boards a nd certain voluntary bodies are the 
m a naging authorities for their respective hos pitals, 
accountable ultimately to you for the service s financed 
from public sources. 

Implications for 
The New Bodies 

25. In Paragraphs 20 to 24 we have stated five requirements that h a ve 
important implications for the new bodies. The Comhairle and the RHBs 
should bring the health board and voluntary components of the hospital 
service clo ser together, assist you in the overall control and rational 
development of the hospital service, and provide expert advice on hospi
tals to you, as Minister, to your Department, the health boards and the 
voluntary bodies concerned. They should carry out these tasks without 
segregating hospital from other h ealth services, and without obscuring 
management responsibility and accountability. 

26. The implications for Comhairle n a nOs pideal are that it should: 

• 

2 6 . 1 Draw together the voluntary and health board hospitals 
b y controlling impart ia lly the establishment of senior 
medical a nd some other staff in both. We understand it 
i s your intention that i t should s oon be given re spon s i 
bility for developing a common s e l ection p rocedure*, 
which would be another important way of drawing the two 
parts of the hospital service t ogether. We hope it might 
also, when appropr iate, consider other matters in 
connection with these senior pos ts in all hospitals. 

26 . 2 Through its control of senior medical staff establishment 
it will also in practice determine where major new 
developments in the hospital service take place , subject 
however to the guidance that only you can g ive on national 
priorities for improve ment of services and to your ulti 
mate responsibility for financial decisions . 

>:< As you said in the Seana d on June 28, "It is my intention that it will be a 
priority task o f the Comhairle to concern itself with a common selection 
procedure for consultants in a ll hos pitals . 11 
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27. For the RHBs the implications are that they should: 

27. 1 Encourage and build upon the increased contacts a l ready 
taking place between health boards and voluntary hospitals. 
It is particularly important tha t they encourage thi s at the 
local level, since the main interdependence is local 
(Ex hibit 11} and mutual trust can best be developed at this 
level. It is also important that special arrangements be 
m a de for Dublin because of the concentration of v o luntary 
hospital s there, and th e present dependence of most health 
boards upon them (Exhibits 8 and 9} . 

2 7 . 2 Contribute to the controlled development of hospital ser
vices with particular reference, in consultation with 
bodies concerned with undergra duate and postgraduate 
medical teaching, to regional medical centres and 
regional specialties; and to matters that are, or should 
be, of common concern to thei r component areas. They 
should fill this part of thei r role in very close cooperation 
with the Comhairle and the Department on the one hand, 
and the health boards and voluntaries on the other, so as 
not to duplicate functions and confuse responsibilit ies. 

28. The only gap not filled by the Comhair le and the RHBs in this summary 

16 

of their roles is the provision of expert advice on good hospital practice 
based on inter-hospital comparisons and studies in depth . In the main 
this is a function for a full - time staff, although members of all the boards 
will contribute their guidance and comments. 

29 . In the next two chapters we describe in more detail the responsibilities of 
the Comhairle and the RHBs and how we recommend they carry them out. 
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2 - COMHAIRLE NA nOSPIDEAL 

30. We explained in the previous chapter (Paragraph 26) that Comhairle 
na nOspideal should, through its control of the establishment of senior 
medical and some other posts, play a vital role in drawing the health 
board and voluntary hospitals together and in helping to control the over
all development of the hospital service. 

31. The Comhairle is a separate entity from the Department of Health and this 
is important for two reasons. 

31. 1 Expert knowledge on hospital matters lies to an 
important degree with clinicians and others working 
at the front line, as well as with central adminis
trators. 

31. 2 The medical profession must be involved in major 
decisions about development that affect its clinical 
work and require its cooperation for effective 
implementation. 

32. However , the Comhairle must work closely with you, as Minister for 
Health, and with the Department as your s taff. This is important because: 

3 2 . 1 You are accountabl e to the Oireachtas, and through 
it to the people, for the service given and for the 
major part of the expenditure incurred; this public 
accountability is at l east as important in relation 
to the ho spital service as it is for other services. 

32. 2 While the Comhairle i s competent to decide how the 
hospital service should be developed and controlled 
once basic objectives and priorities are clear, it is 
not competent to decide by itself what the most urgent 
objectives and priorities are ,- for example, the 
relative urgency of such developments as organ 
transplants compared with improved care for the 
mentally handicapped or the old. 

32. 3 Virtually all the decisions of the Comhairle will have 
financial implications (capital and revenue) since they 
concern major developments of the service. Thus 
they will nearly always require financial decisions, 
for which you are responsible, before they can be 
implemented. 
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33. Thus the work of the Comhairle must be closely coordinated with that of 
the Department. It must also be coordinated with the wor k of the regional 
hospital boards since (as pointed out in Paragraph 21. 3 ) there are 
impor tant interrelationships and overlaps between regional and national 
l e vel hospital planning . 

34. In this chapter we focus on the Comhairle, while taking account of this 
need for coordination between it and other bodies. We reconunend below 
the functions it should carry out, its organization and the way it should 
operate, the staff support it should be given, and its interrelationship 
with other key bodies. 

FUNCTIONS 

35. The Comhairle has three main functions*: 

3 5 . 1 To regulate the number and type of appointment of 
consultant medical staff and of certain other senior 
staff in hospitals 

35. 2 To specify qualifications for these appointments (and 
we hope, in due course, to deal with some other 
matters relating to appointment, selection~ and terms 
and conditions ) 

35. 3 To advise and report on the organization and operation 
of hospital services. 

36. Additional functions can be prescribed by the Minister, after consultation 
with the Comhairl e itself and with other bodies. You have already indi
cated your intention of adding a function in connection with a common 
selection procedure~ as soon as the Comhairle itself can be consulted 
(Paragraph 26. 1 ) . 

Regulating Consultant 
Appointments in Hospitals 

37. The Comhairle will decide for any hospital providing services under the 
H e alth Act, 1970: 

37. 1 The number of consultant medical staff and senior 
registrars to be employed in the hospital 

3 7. 2 Their distribution by specialty 

37. 3 The number of biochemists (top- grade) to be employed 
in the hospital. 

* - The complete list of functions from section 41 (1) of the Health Act, 1970, 
is given in Appendix A. 
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38. These decisions are among the most important in the hea lth service since 
they control the range, quantity a nd quality of the service giyen by each 
hospital. These factors in their turn determine how well balanced the 
health service is as a whole, and between different parts of the country 
and diffe r ent specialties. Moreover, they are one of the most important 
determinants of the cost of the hospital service, which currently comprises 
some two thirds of the total health budget (Paragraph 9. 1 ) . And they 
govern the main demands for the country' s most qualified medical staff. 

39 . Decis ions will natura lly tend to concentrate on new posts required and 
available, expected to run a t about 15 a year for consulta nt level appoint
ments , over the next 5 or 6 years. However, it is essential that the 
Comhairle go beyond this. 

39 . 1 It should also control replacement of any post falling 
vacant (expecte d to run at a fu r ther 35 a year for con
sultants), so that each post is filled only when 
consideration has been given to it in relation to other 
priorities, sinc e priorities change over time. 

39. 2 And it should cont rol the deployment of existing posts 
(c urrently about 800 at consultant level); here there is 
rarely any flexibility, but the Comhairle, the employing 
authorities and the staff concerne d s hould be consider -
ing any moves that could be made , with mutual agreement, 
to make these key posts as effective for the patient and 
as satisfying for the holder as possible. 

Specifying Qualifications 
And Other Related Matter s 

40. The Comhair le is respons ible for specifying qualifications for the s taff 
referred to in Paragraphs 37 to 39. In addition, it will in due course 
conce rn itself with the development of a common selection procedure for 
consultants in all hospitals. At a later date we would also like to see it 
examining and making recommendations on other matters connected with 
these senior posts, s uch as terms and conditions of appointment, and 
the scope of their duties . 

41. At present the health boards use the LAC for consultant selection under 
common terms and conditions of appointment. However, the voluntaries 
differ from the health boa rds in the se respects ; they also differ widely 
among themselves. So long as this situation continues there is a divisive 
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e l e ment between volunta ry and health boa rd consultant staff. Moreover, 
it is highly unlikely that all the different m e thods now used are equally 
good. The Comhairle would, we believe, be the appropriate body to 
cons ider what guidelines should be set in the se areas. In some cases it 
should do more than set guidelines, and should take on a continuing role 
in the operation of new procedures. 

Advis ing and Reporting 
On Ho spita l Service 

42. The third function is quite clearly an advisory not a decision function and 
it could embrace a large number of t a sks . . Moreover, this function over
l a ps with those of the De partment and the RHBs. The members of the 
Comha irle can make a particular contribution on those matters most 
clos e ly allied to their ex perience and skills - for exampl e, the handling 
of e mergency admissions, the desirable s i z e and range of service s of 
acute general hospita l s , or the use of beds in such hospitals. But beyond 
thi s , more detailed wo r k is required of a kind that only a full- time staff 
can c a rry out (Paragraph 28) . 

43. Be c a use of the substantial overlap between the things the Comhairle might 
do under this heading and the Department's responsibility to set guidel ines 
a nd s tandards, there must be coordination between the two staffs . 

ORGA NIZATION AND OPERATION 

44. · While the responsibilitie s just described a r e absolutely vital to the health 
servic e, once the Comhairle has dealt with matters needing its attention 
i n i tia lly they will not r equire a large volume of decisions. Moreover, a 
d eci s ion on one specia lty or one region affe cts others, and a decision on 
qua lifications affects appointments. We therefore recommend that: 

44. 1 Initially the Comhairle should meet fa irly frequently, 
say once a month, to decide its method of operation and 
deal with any othe r matters needing i ts urgent attention. 

44 •. 2 Once the initial situation has been dea lt with, the 
Comhairle should meet once every 2 or 3 months, 
which should be sufficient to cover the volume of deci
sions required (sa y 12 decisions a quarter. totalling 
new and replacement posts - Paragr a ph 39). 
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44. 3 The Comhairle should set up ad hoc working groups at 
certain periods for specific purposes - e. g. , to examine 
selection procedures. In a small number of cases the 
nee d for such a working group may be of a continui ng 
nature (for example in connection with psychiatric posts, 
within guidelines set by the Comhairl e itself). On the 
whole , however, the Comhairle should avoid permanent 
subcommittees because of the way in which decisions 
in one specialty affect others. Where working parties 
are set up, the Comhairle will be free to include some 
members who are not on the Comhairle itself. 

44. 4 T h e Comhairle should have a highly competent staff to 
advise it, and to explain and follow up its dec is ions. 
This staff should not have formally delegated powers, 
but should act in the Comhairle 1 s name, under guid e
lines laid down by it. 

STAFF SKILLS REQUIRED 

45. The Comhairle will need to have available to it the following staff skills 
to support it in carrying out its responsibilities: 

4 5 . 1 Medical planning, with special knowledge of hospital 
medicine, to assist it in regulating appointments , 
specifying qualifications and related personnel matters, 
and examining the organization and operation of hospital 

. 
serv1ces. 

4 5. 2 Nursing and hospital administration, to assess the effect 
on other disciplines of dec is ions about medical establish
ment levels, since these decisions affect all aspects of 
the hospital service (Paragraph 38). 

4 5. 3 More broadly based epidemiological and statistical skills, 
to ensure that issues are looked at in a broader context 
than hospitals alone, and that sophisticated analytic tech
niques are brought to bear on them. 

46. In Chapter 4 we recommend how these skills should b e made available. 
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IN TERRE LA T IONSHIPS 

47. We have mentioned in Paragraph 33 the need for close coordination with 
the Department on the one hand and the RHB s on the other. In addition, 
the employing authoritie s (the health boards and the voluntary boards and 
proprietors), and possibly others, will want access to the Comhairle. 
The key requirements in this complex set of interrelationships are: 

4 7. 1 Maximum informal cooperation between Comhairle and 
Depa rtment staff at all times and direct access by the 
Comhairle to you when either judges this necessary. In 
particular the Comhairle must know your priorities for 
development of services, and the resource constraints 
(finance and manpower ) within which you must work. 

4 7. 2 Information to the RHBs on health board and voluntary 
hospital requests in relation to number and distribution 
of consultant appointments so that the RHBs can comment 
on them to the Comhairle, but with right of direct access 
to the Comhairle to put its own case when a health board 
or voluntary hospital considers this necessary. 

48. We have taken these requirements into account in our recommendations 
in Chapter 5 on the main processes by which the various bodies work 
together. 
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3 - THE REGIONAL HOSPITAL BOARDS 

49. In Paragraphs 27 and 28 we summarized the role that the three regional 
hospital boards (RHBs } shoul d play in the overall system. This role, as 
we recommend it, is derived from the needs analysed in Chapter 1. The 
key points about the responsibilities of existing bodies are those stated in 
Paragraph 24, namely that you, as Minister of Health, are accountable 
for national health policy, finance and overall control; that the health 
boards must assess local needs, plan how best to meet them within national 
guidelines, and ensure that they are met; and, finally, that certain voluntary 
bodies and the health boards are the managing authorities for hospitals. 
Thus , as you have stressed in the Dail and Seanad, the RHBs will not run 
the hospitals; rather they will advise and support the managing authorities 
(voluntary and health board ) on the one hand, and yourself on the other.* 
We explain in Appendix B how this role relates to the Regulations. The 
Regulations are in fact open to differing interpretations, some of which 
would be harmful, because they would dupHcate or confuse existing 
responsibilities. T herefore, we strongly recommend that the RHBs apply 
the Regulations in the -ways we describe in this chapter a nd in Appendix B. 

50. To state that their role is advisory and supportive does not in any way imply 
that it is unimportant. It is primarily through the RHBs that we hope t h e 
voluntaries can be brought into closer partnership with t h e health boards 
and their hospitals. In view of Ireland's proud tradition of loyalty to 
voluntary organizations and to local .communities, it is best that this 
partnership should develop through bodies that provide a place for discus
sion and coordination without the threat of executive control. Moreover it 
is under the auspices of the RHBs that we see inter- h ospital comparisons 
and expert studies of the working of hospitals being carried out. 

51. As explained in Chapter l, the RHBs can best contribute b y: 

51. 1 Encouraging a nd developing a partnership between the 
health boards and the voluntaries, particul arly at local 
level where the main interdependence of interests lies 

51. 2 Making special arrangements for Dublin in view of t he 
concentration of voluntaries there and the dependence 
of other areas on these hospitals 

* - For example, " They (the regional hospital boards) do not r u n the hospital s, 
either the voluntary hospitals or the health board hospitals. ' ' 
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51. 3 Sponsoring inter- hospital comparisons and other expe rt 
studies and making the results available at local or national 
level as appropriate 

51. 4 Contr ibuting to the controlled d e velopment of hospital 
s ervices, with particular reference to matters of r egional 
concern. 

52. For these requirements to be met, we recommend (and explain below) 
that 

52 . l Each RHB should make flexible use of ·committees and 
working parties composed for specific purposes, so as 
to draw together from both the health boards and the 
voluntaries those who can contribute to the matter in 
hand 

52 . 2 The D ublin RHB should follow the same course for the 
metropolitan area as that recommended for other areas 
in Paragraph 52. 1 but with some special features i n view 
of the Dublin situation 

52 . 3 The RHBs should encourage expert studies of the kind 
referred to in Paragraph 51. 3, especially where these 
s tudies will help in the rational solution of problems by 
its committees and working parties 

52 . 4 Each RHB shoul d, as a regional body, concentrate on 
overall hospital development, working closely with the 
Comhairle and the Department, and concerning itself 
especially with matters of regional concern, while 
satisfying itsel f that good coordination is taking p lac e at 
area level. 

USE COMMITTEES 
AND WORKING PARTIES 

24 

53. In Paragraphs 27. 1 and 51. 1 we have referred to the fact that the RHBs 
need to draw people together where they have an interdependence of interest 
and can genuinely contribute to the solution of problems. For most matters 
this will be either 

5 3 . 1 On a specialty basis, for example through a working 
party on maternity services throughout the region 
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53. 2 On an area basis, because the main interdependence 
between health board and voluntary services is local 
in character (Paragraph 27 . 1 ). 

In both cases the functions of these groups will be advisory, not executive. 

54. Working parties should be set up on a specialty basis where the RHB con
siders that a problem or opportunity is not primarily local, and that it 
would repay intensive study by a group composed for the purpose. More 
often than not it will be appropriate to include some working party mem
bers from o utside the hospital service because of the need for coordination 
with community services (Paragraph 10. 1 ). · The RHB should be careful 
to restrict the number of working parties of this type existing at any one 
time, so as to ensure that the results can be fully used, and their life 
should be limited. 

55. The need for working parties on an area basis is more permanent where 
significant voluntary and health board services exist in parallel. The areas 
chosen should match those of the relevant health boards, so that informa
tion needs can be met and the responsibility for acting on recommendations 
is clear. In some areas new arrangements will not be necessary, 
especially if the voluntary element is made up of only one or two hospital s 
already working closely with the health board concerned. But in all 
other are as the need for such an area- based working party is long term 
rather than short term and we have therefore called it a n area committee 
of the RHB. 

56. The primary role of such an area committee would be to provide a forum 
where voluntary hospital and health board representatives can get round 
a table to agree how availabl e hospital facilities {both voluntary and health 
board) can be b est used to meet area needs in the light of national priori
tie s. To carry out this role area committees should have the following 
functions delegated to them, within guidelines, by the RHB concerned: 

56. 1 Reviewing how local health needs can best be met by the 
hospital service in the immediate future and in the 
longer term, taking account of national guidel ines on 
objectives, priorities , standards and finance. In carry
ing out this task the committee should be fully briefed on 
the part to be played by the community health services. 

56.2 Submitting to the RHB a hospital service plan for the area 
based on 56. 1 (and updating it annually), showing what 
services are to be provided in the area as a whole and by 
each hospital. The voluntary and health boards concerned 
would draw up their parts of the service plan, with the 
help of the area committee. 
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57. 

56 . 3 Attaching to the hospital service plan an explanation of 
building implications, including the purpose and approxi
mate cost of all schemes over a minimum specified 
value (see Paragraph 84. 5 below) listed in their order 
<?f priority. 

56. 4 Attaching also to the hospital service plan a statement of 
its main manpower implications overall and by hospital, 
includin g applications that will be made to Comhairle na 
nOspideal. 

56. 5 Advising, on the basi s of the hospital service plan, on 
how money available to the area for hospital services 
should in its opinion be allocated among the area 's 
hospitals, and indicating to the health board and voluntary 
boards concerned and to the Department how changes in 
allocation or expenditure can improve performance. (This 
money should include a provisional capital allocation to 
hospitals for minor works of less than the minimum 
specified value.) On the basis of the funds provisionally 
allocated to it, each managing authority would draw up 
its hospital budget and would submit it direct to the 
Department o f Health vvith notification to the area com
mittee of the amount applied for. 

56 . 6 Reviewing the hospital service~ plan once final allocations 
have been made to see whether any changes are required. 

The frequency with which a rea committees would need to meet to carry 
out these responsibilities would vary between areas, depending on the 
number and size of voluntary hospitals in each. Dublin apart, we would 
e xpect the committees to meet not less than two or three times a year, 
and not more than six times. An area committee s hould be wound up by 
the RHB when the latter is satisfied that it is no longer required for the 
area in question. 
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58. The next important question is the membership of working parties and 
area committees. Working parties should be composed of members who 
have a substantive contribution to make to the subject under study 
(Paragraph 54). Similarly for area committees we recommend that 
membership include representatives of the major hospital management 
'authorities in the area (voluntary and health boards), and of the 
Department of Health, and some members with a broad public interest, 
since these also are advisory bodies aiming to achieve on all recommenda
tions a cons ens us view of those primarily concerned. It will often be 
appropriate to include officers on such committees. The RHBs have 
powers under the Health Act, 1970, to appoint non- members to their 
committees with the Minister's consent. We suggest the RHBs use this 
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power to achieve broad representation within the area a long the lines 
r e commended. Each year members should nominate their own committee 
chairman. They should select a person whose impartiality commands the 
c.onfidence of all constituent groups. However, their nomination should 
r equire confirmation by the RHB. 

59. Finally, there is the question of staff support for working parties and area 
committees. In considering this question we were very conscious of the 
ne ed to avoid duplication of work and unnecessary overheads. We con
cluded that much of the basic information necessary for working parties 
and area committees to carry out their responsibilities should be 
a vailable in the hospita l s of the area, in the- health board, or i n the 
Department, and that these bodies should be encouraged to provide the 
he lp the working parties and committees would need. The ch airman of 
each committee and the RHB Secretary (see below) should satisfy them
selves that the committees are receiving the necessary staff support. If 
they are not satisfied they should have the right to call fo r additional help 
from the staff available to the RHB (see Chapter 4). 

MAKE SPECIAL 
ARRANGEMENTS FOR DUBLIN 

60. As indicated in Paragraph 52. 2, the Dublin RHB should make similar 
use of smaller groups (working parties and committees ) for the metro
politan area. However, the arrangements should have some special 
fe atures for three reasons: 

6 0. 1 The very large number of hospitals in this area 

60.2 The predominance of voluntary and joint board hospitals, 
other than psychiatric and long- stay hospitals 

60. 3 The dependence on these hospitals of other areas, parti
cularly (but not solely) the areas in the eastern half of 
the country ; this dependence often arises for relatively .. 
specialized types of treatment. 

61. T he Dublin arrangements should have the following special features: 

61. 1 The RHB should consider whether to set up more than one 
area committee or working party for the area matching 
that of the Eastern Health Board since the population of 
this area is so much larger than that of any other in the 
country (twice that of the next largest board and three or 
more times the size of any of the others). 
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61.2 Some representation of other health boards besides the 
Eastern Health Board, for as long as each board is 
dependent on Dublin hospitals for more than, say, 15 per 
cent of its acute hospital care (other than psychiatric ) . 

61. 3 More use of specialty oriented working groups by the 
RHB and by any area committee or committees to break 
the consultation and p l anning work into blocks that make 
sense in terms of the hospital service plan and overall 
health care objectives (examples are pediatric, maternity, 
psychiatric or geriatric care). 

61. 4 More staff support in view of the larger volume of staff 
work to be done , which probably cannot be handl ed in
formally by the health board and voluntaries. This staff 
support would be provided by the staff availabl e to the 
RHB (see Chapter 4). 
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62. It is perhaps worth repeating that these recommended arrangements are 
in principle no different from those for other areas. The arrangements 
would be decided by the RHB. The role of any area committee, and of 
working parties, would be advisory and supportive, concentrating mainly 
on forward plans. Working parties would often be ad hoc, set up for a 
limited time for specific purposes. The committees or working parties 
would have substantial influence over budget allocations, t he capital pro
gramme, and the deployment of manpower, because these allocations 
would be made by the Department on the basis of service p l ans, once 
agreed . 

SPONSOR HOSPITAL 
COMPARISONS AND EXPERT STUDIES 

63. In Paragraph 28 we referred ~o the need to deve lop expert advice on good 
hospital practice based on inter-hospital comparisons and studies in depth, 
and said that this was primarily a function for a full-time staff guided by 
the members of the new boards. To enable working parties and area 
committees to concentrate their efforts and find rational solutions to 
problems, the RHBs should conduct or commission expert studies. The 
members of the RHBs should p l ay their part by helping in the selection 
of important subjects for analysis, gaining cooperation from any bodies 
whose consent is needed, and ensuring that the results are practical and 
are used. 

C ONCENTRATE AT 
BOARD LEVEL ON OVERALL CONTROL 

64. We have proposed in Paragraph 53 et seq. how the RHBs can create and 
use working parties and area committees to draw peopl e together where 
they have an interdependence of interest and can genuinely contribute to 
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the solution of problems. The RHBs choose the appropriate groups, 
delegate functions to them, encourage them and ensure they are producing 
results. In addition the RHBs as boards need to 

64. 1 Pay special attention, in collaboration with the bodies 
concerned with medical teaching, to the forward planning, 
controlled development and utilization of regional medical 
centres, regional specialties, and (so far as this is not 
solely an educational matter ) regional medical schools and 
regional postgraduate training. 

. 
64. 2 Advise their area committees, particul arl y on matters 

that are, or should be, of concern to more than one 
committee - for example , services near boundaries, or 
important lessons to be learned from one area's 

• experience. 

64. 3 Review the service plans submitted by their area com
mittees (Paragraph 56. 2) and their accompanying 
statements of building and manpower implications. They 
will want to check particularly that the plans have t aken 
account adequately of the considerations outlined i n 
Paragraphs 64. 1 and 64. 2 

64. 4 Forward the plans with their corrunents to the Cornhairle 
(for medical manpower considerations ) and to the Depart
ment. These plans will then, as mentioned in 
Paragraph 62, become the basis for the Department to 
finalize budgets, establishment levels, and the capital 
programme. The way in which this will be done within 
a reasonable time frame is explained more fully in 
Chapter 5, which sets out how the various bodies work' 
together. 

6 5. The composition of the RHBs themselves is established in the Health Act, 
1970, and supporting Regulations. We understand that the names of those 
appointed to the RHBs will be announced soon. Their initial task will be 
to consider whether they agree with our recommendations on the use of 
working parties and, where appropriate, area committees. If so they will 
need to set these groups up, choosing subjects for initial study. We do · 
not think that the RHBs s hould meet often as a full board. Two or three 
times a year should be quite sufficient for the discharge of their own over
all functions as compared with those they del egate ; they should resist any 
temptation to meet more frequently in view of the wisdom of developing 
trust and coordination in their working parties and area committees. 
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The RHBs will need skilled staff support to enable them to carry out their 
functions and guide their area committees. These staff skills centre on 
medical planning, nursing, hospital administration, and broadly based 
analyses of health care problems. These skill requirements are identical 
among the three RHBs, and are the same as those required by the 
Comhairle (Paragraph 45). We recommend in the next chapter how these 
skills should be provided . 
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4- SECRETARIAT FOR THE COMHAIRLE 

AND THE REGIONAL HOSPITAL BOARDS 

67. Comhairle na nOspideal and the three RHBs all require skilled staff 
support. We have considered the various ways in which this skilled 
support could be provided and have come to the firm conclusion that the 
best a lternative is to set up a single staff of top quality to serve all four 
bodies. Our reasons are that 

6 7. 1 The skills required are identical (Paragraphs 45 and 66 ). 

67.2 The staff appointed needs to be of a very high calibre, 
and such people are much more likely to be available in 
one combined staff than in four separate staffs. Indeed, 
we do not believe that four groups of people of the right 
calibre could be found. 

6 7. 3 The responsibilities of the Comhairle and the RHBs over
lap substantially in planning the hospital service, and in 
advising on the organization and operation of hospitals. 
While there will sometimes be a conflict between national 
and regional interests, the different viewpoints will be 
expressed by the members of the Comhairle and the 
boards. There are many advantages and only a few dis
advantages in having the staff work done by a single staff 
group. 

67.4 A single staff group will be substantially less costly than 
four. 

. 
68. In making this recommendation we are of course aware of the main 

31 

objection that will be advanced, namely that a single group will not be 
able to serve all four bodies well and impartially, and in particular that 
any staff based near Dublin will not satisfy Cork and Galway. We accept 
that each body should have an identified off::.cer of the common staff as its 
secretary, responsible to it for the staff support it receives. We also 
accept that officers of the staff group should be mobile, visiting any part 
of the country as required, and that it is up to them to prove their 
impartiality among the regions. But we do not accept that the objections, 
particularly when met in these ways, are strong enough to outweigh the 
great advantages of a single staff. 

69. Accordingly we explain in this chapter our recommendations on the res
ponsibilities, organization and staffing, and relationships of this single 
staff group, which we have tentatively named the Hospital Services 
Secretariat. 
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RESPONSIBILITIES 

70. The Hospital Services Secretariat would have three main responsibilities: 

70. 1 To provide analytic and administrative support to the 
Comhairle. 

70. 2 To provide analytic and administrative support to the 
RHBs. 

70. 3 To discharge such other functions as are agreed by you 
as Minister and by the four boards. These are mainly 
functions that would otherwise b e d ischarged by the 
Department. 

71. The Secretariat would not, however, provide the main s upport staff to the 
RHB working parties and area committees (see Paragraph 59 ), since the 
bulk of this support should be provided by the existing staff of the appro
priate health boards and voluntary bodies. It would be c o nfusing and 
frustrating for all concerned, as well as costly, to provide another staff 
at this level. 

72. But there are two exceptions to this general rule , namely: 

72. 1 The three Secretariat officers d esignated as secretaries 
of the RHBs (see below) should have right of attendance 
at their respective area committees and working parties, 
to provide coordination between these groups and the 
RHBs at staff l evel. 

72 . 2 Special arrangements may well be required in the metro
politan area because of the exceptional job to be done 
there. We recommend .that any additional support required 
should be provided by the Secretariat. 

ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING 

73. In order to fulfil the responsibilities defined in Paragraph 70, the staff of 
the Secretari at must have the skills described in Paragraph 45, namely 
medical planning with special knowledge of hospital medicine; nursing; 
hospital administration; and more broadly based epidemiological and 
statistical skills to ensure issues are looked at in a broader context than 
hospitals alone and that sophisticated analytical techniques can be brought 
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EXHIBIT 1:? 

ORGANIZ ATION AND STAFFING OF HOSPITAL SERVICES SECRETARIAT 
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to bear on them when necessary. In addition, the staff must, of course, 
have the general administrative skills and objectivity that one expects in 
the secretariat to any major body, and must be able to demonstrate its 
determination to serve all four bodies and all regions impartially 
(Paragraph 68). 

74. An organization containing these skills is shown in Exhibit 12. It is 
intended as a guide rather than a cut and dried solution, since the actual 
organization should depend upon who is available to fill some of the key 
posts. The organization shown has the following features: 

74. 1 The Chief Officer of the Secretariat would be the Secretary 
of Comhairle na nOspideal. He should have experien·ce of 
hospital planning, management and organization. It would 
be an advantage, other things being equal, for him to be 
medically qualified with relevant medical experience. 

74. 2 Three officers immediately below the Chief Officer would 
be the secretaries of the three regional hospital boards . 
They would be designated by the Chief Officer in consulta
tion with the appropriate RHB chairmen, and could come 
from any appropriate discipline. They should visit their 
regions regularly and should have a local office through 
which they can be contacted. However, they should form 
part of the Secretariat in a full sense, contributing to its 
analytic work, and therefore should also spend adequate 
time with the central staff. 

74. 3 Two other officers directly reporting to the Chief Officer 
would be a nurse and a hospital administrator. Both 
should have the interest and skill to contribute to the 
analytic work of the Secretariat, and should come to be 
recognized as l eaders in their field. 

74. 4 The staff would also include a small planning and analytic 
unit with an initial staff of graduates in relevant disciplines . 

74. 5 Otherwise few staff would be needed below those reporting 
direct to the Chief Officer. Including secretarial and 
clerical staff we would envisage that a total staff of about 
25 would be needed for the core functions. 

74. 6 To this total would have to be added the appropriate staff 
for any further prescribed functions that the Department 
would otherwise fulfil. In the case of these added functions, 
any increase in staff should be offset by a correspondingly 
lower Departmental establishment. 
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EXHIBIT 13 

ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING OF HOSPITAL SERVICES SECRETARIAT 
(ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION) 
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75. Exhibit 13 shows an organization containing the same elements , if the best 
candidate for the Chief Officer post is not medically qualified. The only 
difference is that in this case a Chief Medical Adviser is included 
immediate ly below the Chief Officer, and the Chief Officer could then 
come from any relevant discipline. However, in our view the Chief 
Officer will find his task easier if he has a medical qualification and rel e
vant hospital and planning experience. Also, the cost is like ly to be 
greater if two posts have to be created (with personal support ) rather than 
one. 

76. One final point of staffing in the Secretariat is the position of the small 
remaining staff of the Ho spitals Commission. Their interests will be 
best served if they are found posts suited to their talents. This will not 
always be in the Secretariat; for example the Commission has a relatively 
large accounting and auditing staff whereas the Secretariat will have a 
relatively small requirement for these skills. We return in Chapter 6 t o 
this problem, which w e certainly do not view as insuperable. 

RELATIONSHIPS 

77. The Secretariat has to serve four independent authorities, which of cour se 
poses a problem of control. We have already proposed that the Chief 
Officer of the Secretariat should act as Secretary to the Comhairle, and 
that three of his staff (designated by him in consultation with the appro
priate R HB chairmen) should act as secretaries of the three RHBs. 
However , the Chief Officer of the Secretariat is accountable to all four 
bodies for the quality of their staff support. We see no insuperable 
difficulty in this arrangement so long as it i s clear who is respons ible for 
appointing the Chief Officer and who should control him if any of the four 
bodies is justifiably dissatisfied with his performance. In Chapter 6 we 
propose an initial method of appointment. We suggest that the four chair
men should have responsibility for reviewing his performance with him 
from time to time, and that acting unanimously or by a majority of 3 to 1 
they should have power to dismiss him and other senior office rs of the 
Secretariat , subject to such conditions as n1ay be included in their con
tracts. The Chief Officer should have power to dismiss all officers other 
than ·these senior officers, subject to similar conditions. 
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5 - WORKING RELATIONSHIPS 

78. In Chapter 1 we described the needs of the health service in Irel and and the 
ways in which these needs can be met. In Chapters 2, 3 and 4 we expl ained 
our recommendat ions on the organization and staffing o f the Comhairle, 
the RHBs and the Secretariat. In this chapter we recommend how all the 
bodies concerned should work together to meet the requirements estab
lished in Chapter 1, including the requirement (Paragraph 24) tha t 
functions should not b e duplicated and responsibilities not obscured. We 
therefore t r y to set out briefly and clearly who should decide what. 

79. We have a l ready defined the basic roles of the various bodies and the 
m ost important interre lationships between them. We now take the main 
management processes a nd explain which bodies are involved in each 
p r ocess , and what they do. We deal with the processes in the following 
order: 

79. 1 Service planning, which should be the basis from which 
the other processes stem 

79. 2 Capital planning, c apital budgeting and control, and building, 
which shape the longer term fra mewor k of services 

79. 3 Senior medical manpower planning and control, which is 
the other main determinant of the longer term scope and 
balance of the ser vice 

79.4 Manpower planning a nd control for other personnel groups, 
which i s the main element in the running cost of s ervices 
in the shorter term, s ince manpower makes up some 70 p e r 
cent of current expenditure 

79. 5 Budgeting and financia l control of current ex penditure. 

PLANNING O F SERVICES 

8 0. Planning of services is the most critical, the most complex and the most 
neglected of the management processes . It is critical because, as indica
ted in Chapter 1 and summarized in Paragraph 10, important new 
challenges a re always arising in the health services and Ireland 1 s 
resources to meet them are limited. Moreover , once resources are 
allocated to a service, that service will tend to be used even if other 
needs are more pressing. It will also tend to get perpe tuated, since in 
most cases both the ski lls and the facilities required are relatively 
specialized. Thus decisions about what services to r earrange, develop 
or curtail, a nd where to do so, are among the most far- reaching in the 
management of health services. 
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SERXIICE PLANNING PROCESS 
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81. But planning is not easy. It requires a combination of abilities - ability 
to look ahead with some detachment from the present and the past, ability 
to master the facts on many complicated subjects, and ability to make 
s e nsitive, humane and practical choices about what to do. 

82. Pla nning also needs to be further developed. Good work has been done by 
committees and working parties on particular specialties and services, 
but it is often unclear what action is being taken on the basis of this work, 
and what specific targets are being aimed at. 

83. In earlier reports on the hea lth boards we have outlined the planning pro
c e ss we recommend.'~ Briefly, the process requires the Department, 
drawing on knowledge and ideas from many sources, to propose how 
particular services can be improved; it requires you, as Minister, to set 
nat ional objectives, priorities and policies for the health service in light 
of the resources available; and it then requires everyone concerned with 
the operation of services to propose how these policies s hould be imple
m e nted in particular places. The plans should look 5 - 10 years ahead and 
would be reconsidered and brought up to date each year. 

84. Exhibit 14 illustrates our recommendations on the part each body shoul d 
play in this process. In particular: 

84. l All bodies contribute to the formulation of national guide
lines, on the basis of their particular expertise. 

84. 2 The Comhairle and the RHBs review the implications of 
the national guideline s from the viewpoint of development 
of national and regional specialties, and advise the rele
vant RHB area committees and working parties on how they 
think the national guidelines should be applied. 

84. 3 The health boards assess local health needs and priorities 
within national guidelines, drawing on help from the 
Department, the RHBs and the voluntaries, when approp
riate. 

84.4 The RHB area committees, where these are set up, or the 
health boards and a ny voluntaries in the area working 
together in other ways, consider in broad terms what 
part the various institutions and services in their area 
should play in forward development, and what questions, 
if any, require special study by working parties. After 
the first plan h as been developed these considerations 
will focus on changes needed rather than on a total plan. 

* - Particularly in Planning in Health Boards, An Illustrative Draft P lan for a 
Health Board and Tackling Problems and Opportunities, a ll submitted in 
July 1971 
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84.5 The managing authorities then prepare (or, after the first 
year, bring up to date} their individual plans., looking 
5- 10 years ahead. A health board plan will cover all the 
services it administers. A voluntary hospital plan will 
cover its proposed services and explain how its proposals 
fit in with other relevant plans. Attached to each plan 
will be a b rief statement of the capital implications for 
projects over a specified level, which in the case of a 
large hospital might be £5, 000, saying how each relates 
to the service plan and what its approximate cost will be . 

84. 6 Where RHB area committees exist they then discuss the 
plans drawn up by the individual managing authorities in 
their area and submit a consolidated hospital service 
plan for the area to the RHB, which considers it and 
suggests any revisions it believes necessary. The RHB 
submits the plan with its comments to the Department, 
with a copy to Comhairle na nOspideal as background to 
applications on consultant and other senior appointments. 

84. 7 You, as Minister, consider a conspectus of the p lans. 
You can of course require changes if you think them 
necessary. The plans then become part of your National 
Health Plan, which provides the basis for budgetary, 
personnel and building decisions, and forms the starting 
point for further policy work by the Department. 

85. This process may sound complicated and slow. But it is inevitably com
plicated if everyone is to contribute, as they should. Also, since it 
shapes the provision of services for a generation ahead, it is appropriate 
that it should be deliberate. 

86. Afte r the first year people will not be developing totally new plans, but 
bui lding on an existing planning base. It is important not to be too 
ambitious to begin with; initial plans should be fairly simple and made 
mor~ perfect in future years. 

87. Each of the new bodies contributes to this process, and the RHBs and 
their sub-groups will b e of great importance in it. The other processes 
(budgeting, manpower and building) stem from planning. Provided the 
plans are good, the other processes can be comparative ly simple and 
str aightforward . 

Me Kinsey & Company; In.c. 
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EXHIBIT 15 . 
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CAP ITAL P LANNING 
AND CO NTROL AND BillLDING 

88. The capital planning process should be firmly linked to the hospital service 
pla n for each area, since the location, size and purpose of a building are a 

• 
p r ime influence on the level, scope and balance of the service for a long 
time to come. For this reason we recommended in Paragraph 84. 5 that 
a s chedule of its building implications should be attached to each hospital 
service plan. The schedule should state the purpose of each building 
p r oje ct included, its location and its approximate cost. Small projects 
below a specified value should be excluded, as they should be dealt with by 
block allocation (see Paragraph 103 below). Projects should be listed in 
the order of priority assigned them by the managing authorities concerned. 

89. The r eafter the capital planning and control process we recommend follows 
the sequence shown in Exhibit 15. RHB area committees or project 
groups, the RHBs themselves, and the Comhairle, will all have the oppor
tunity to comment on the schedule of building implications when they 
r e vie w the area service plan from which it stems. At this stage, consider
ation of building is not essentially a technical building matter, but a 
m atter of service priorities. 

90. The De partment will draw up a national building programme, based on 
your overall priorities, the proposals put forward by the areas and the 
comments of the other bodies on these proposals. In doing so, it will of 
c ourse have to take account of the capital resources available and the 
phasing of projects. The Departme nt should classify projects into very 
l arge s chemes that will be managed nationally, normal schemes that will 
b e imple m e nted entirely by the managing authorities within national guide 
lines on policy and cost limits, and intermediate schemes that require a 
m ode r ate degree of national coordination, to ensure that lessons learnt in 
one place are applied elsewhere. Most schemes should fall into the 
s econd (normal) category. National schemes should be few, but because 
of the ir large size will account for a high proportion of the total value of 
the .p r ogramme. The exact demarcations between categories will change 
and should take account of the type of scheme, as well as of its value. 
Howeve r, as a rough guide, we would expect all schemes of £100, 000 each 
a nd below to be classified as normal, and therefore to be implemented by 
the managing authorities, and all schemes over £ 1 million each to be 
n ational. Between £ 101, 000 and £ 1 million, projects would fall into the 
inte rme diate range, subject to a moderate degree of national coordination 
and control. Exhibit 16 shows how the present building programme would 
b reak down on this basis . 

. . 
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E:XHIBIT 17 
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SENIOR MEDICAL MANPOWER 
PLANNING AND CONTROL 

J7 

91. Exhibit 17 swn.marizes the process we recommend for senior medical 
manpower planning and control. Applications for additional senior medical 
posts should be made by the relevant managing authorities against the 
background of the area service plan. Since such applications are critical 
to the forward development of the service, and are relatively few, there 
is no reason why the need for them should not be foreseen and included in 
the plan. Basically, the applications would be made to Comhairle na 
nOspideal by the managing authority concerned; and it should be possible 
to take final decisions on them at one point in the year, chosen by the 
Comhairle. Copies of applications would go to the appropriate RHB, which 
would have the right to comment to the Comhairle. But the decision would 
lie clearly with the Comhairle. Since these decisions would inevitably 
h ave important financial implications {as explained in Chapter 2}, their 
implementation should be tied in with your overall financial responsibility. 

92. We have a l so recommended {Paragraph 39. 1} that the Comhairle should 
control the replacement of any consultant post falling vac ant, so that each 
post is filled only when consideration has been given to it in relation to other 
priorities. Where the vacancy can be foreseen the procedure should be the 
same as that outlined in Paragraph 91 for new posts. Sometimes, however, 
a vacancy will occur unexpectedly. In that case the application should 
follow the same procedure and should be related to the area service plan, 
but should not wait for the normal time for submission. Instead it should 

' 

be made as soon as the vacancy occurs, or can be foreseen, and the 
Comhairle will deal with it on an ad hoc basis. 

93. The managing authorities will be informed of the Comhairle' s decisions 
and, in the case of additional posts, when the money will be available for 
them to go ahead with appointments and related changes - e. g., junior 
staffing, equipment and, in some cases, building. The managing author
ities will be responsible (within national guidelines on selection procedures, 
etc. } for implementing the decisions, and for action only with the required 

• • perm1Ss1ons. 

MANPOWER PLANNING 
AND CONTROL FOR 
OTHER PERSONNEL GROUPS 

94. Consultant level medical posts are exceptional in the extent to which they 
shape the longer term development of the service. For other personnel 
groups the managing authorities should be given as much responsibility as 
possible within nationally agreed terms, conditions and wage rates, and 
their total budget. Exhibit 18 shows the planning and control process we 
recommend for this purpose. 
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EXHIBIT 18 
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95. With its budget submission each managing authority will p repare a 
schedule of its existing manpower establishment and of additional posts 
included in its budget calculations. The Department will consider the case 
for these additional posts when reviewing the budget, and will inform the 
managing authority as soon as possible thereafter what additional posts 
have been approved. One-off applications for increases during the year 
should be avoided as far as possible, and will normally be authorized only 
if the money can be found within the authority• s budget. However, 
increased flexibility in the use of posts should be encouraged, perhaps 
by authorizing establishments within relatively broad categories, so that 
the managing authorities h ave substantial flexibility within those categories 
and within their total budget. The changes must come gradually 
(Paragraph 15 ) . 

96. The RHBs, with their committees and working parties, will exercise sub
sta ntial influence over establishment levels and other personnel matters 
through making available the results of comparative studies, and through 
the power of their area committees (where these exist ) to recommend 
overall budget allocat ions within the total available to each area. But the 
r esponsibility for controlling establishment levels in individual hospitals 
will be laid squarely upon the managing authorities, health board or 
voluntary, within national guidelines. 

97 . All managing authorities must comply with national personnel agreements -
for example, on wages, and t erms and conditions. It is the Department• s 
job to see that sound arrangements exist for formulating such agreements . 
For the time being i t may be necessary to continue separate negotiation 
arr ange ments for the voluntary hospitals; presumably the Federated Union 
of E mployers will be prepared to continue its present role, and the 
D e partment will need to provide the supporting staff work when the 
Hospitals Commission is dissolved. But we believe that in the longer 
term the dichotomy between the voluntaries and the health boards should 
be ended, and that one system of negotiation should be instituted for each 
m a in group of personnel. 

BUDGETING AND CONTROL 
OF CURRENT EXPENDITURE 

98. The process we recommend for setting budgets for current operations is 
summarized in Exhibit 19. It seeks to meet three partly conflicting 
requirements: 

98. l Figures must often be prepared quickly to fit in with the 
budgeting process for the whole of government. At 
certain points in the annual budge ting cycle there simply 
is not time for the careful discussion that is an essential 
part of service planning (Paragraphs 80 to 87). 

Me Kins ey & Company, Inc . 



EXHIBIT 19 
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98. 2 Nevertheless, budget decisions must be linked to service 
plans, otherwise the whole service planning process is 
meaningless and budgeting merely perpetuates an 
existing pattern of service. Money for current opera
tions is usually the single most important constraint 
on the service in the short term, and therefore using it 
wisely, and switching funds from lower to higher 
priorities, is one of the principal management tasks. 

98. 3 Because of 98. 2 the total budget mus t be seen as a whole , 
and it should not be assumed that existing patterns of 
expenditure have priority over new development s. But 
at any moment few activities can actually be cut back in 
a single year. Therefore, finance officers are generally 
correct in assuming that next year• s expenditure can be 
predicted with almost complete accuracy by concentrating 
on the cost of existing services. 

99. To meet the need for speed (Paragraph 98. 1) and the overall requirement 
for clarity of responsibilities (Paragraph 24}, each managing authority 
will deal direct with the Department in preparing its budget. The 
Department will notify each authority of the amount it anticipates may be 
available for financing existing services and for improving or extending 
them. (For technical reasons, Paragraph 98. 3, it will probably ·be 
appropriate to distinguish between expenditure to maintain existing levels 
of service , and discretionary expenditure, but the Department and the 
managing authorities must never lose sight of their responsibility for 
reviewing and questioning total expenditure.) The Department will also 
set the rules for the budgeting process, including timing and content of 
submissions. 

100. Each managing authority will prepare budgets for the services under its 
control, with the help of its officers and, where they exist, hospital 
executive committees. It will attach to the budget appropriate supporting 
schedules, particularly on how new developments tie in with the area 
service plan, together with schedules on establishment (Exhibits 17 and 18). 
It will be free to raise any matters on which it feels it needs further 
guidance, either with the Department or with the RHB or in its area 
committee, where one exists . 

101. The managing authorities will then submit their budgets d irect to the 
Department, to minimize delay and make clear where overall financial 
responsibility rests . The Department, acting under your guidance, and 
taking account of the area service plans, will then consider the budgets, 
discuss them with those concerned, revise them if necessary and, 

·~ finally, authorize them. The authorized budgets will be notified to each 
managing authority and to the RHBs, so that the RHBs can have compara
tive analysis carried out by the Hospital Services Secretariat. 
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102. We re<:ommend that the provisional notification of allocations 
(Paragraph 99) and the budgets submitted should include a block allocation 
for minor capital expenditure, to cover all projects below a specified 
level, which in the case of a large hospital might be £5, 000 
(Paragraph 84. 5). This should avoid elaborate procedures in relation to 
small projects, and eliminate much of the rather theoretical argument 
about what is minor capital and what is maintenance. 

103. The Department and the managing authorities will be responsible for 
ensuring that budgets and expenditures take account of area service plans 
(Paragraph 84), and of recommendations of the RHBs and their working 
parties and area committees . For this purpose the Department will give 
multi-annual estimates of the finance likely to be availabl e, however 
tentative these estimates may be, so that RHB advice can be formulated. 
It will be the Department 1 s responsibility to ensure that money is allocated 
so as to achieve a high quality of service throughout the country. At the 
local level the health boards and voluntaries concerned should be encour
aged to consider (in the area committees where these exist) how best to 
use the resources available to the area. This type of consideration should 
lead them to question the continuation of existing institutions and services 
in their present form, compared with desirable new developments . This 
type of thinking need not be compressed into the annual budget cycle; the 
ideas emerging should be used whenever they are agreed, leading to 
changes in budgets and expenditures in due course . 

. 
104. During the year each managing authority should submit to the Department 

a monthly summary of its expenditure against budget, showing the 
cumulative as well as the monthly figures. The report should be prompt, 
simple and accurate, concentrating on the total, with only a limited break
down. A more detailed examination would be required if the summary 
figures suggested that expenditure was out of control. 

l 05. Some revision to budgets will no doubt be r equired during the year - for 
e x ample , if new national wage agreements are authorized. Such revisions 
should be settled between the Department and the managing authorities. 

106. Each RHB will influence the setting of budget allocations through its review 
of area service plans, by advising the Department on the location of 
specialties, through its area committees' power to influence allocations 
within the total available to each area (Paragraph 1 03), and through its 
commissioning of comparative analysis. However, we are certain that 
the RHBs should not examine budgets on their way to the Department, 
since this would cause delay, obscure responsibility, and lead to the RHBs 
becoming suspected and resented rather than being a stimulus to forward 
thinking and improvement. 
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EXHIBIT 20 
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107. Exhibit 20 summarizes how all these processes fit together. In summary, 
all the bodies contribute to the planning of services. Other proposals (for 
building, manpower planning, and budgets) stem from the area service 
plans and are submitted direct to the bodies able to take a decision on 
them. In most cases this is the Department. In some it is Comhairle na 
nOspideal. We have tried to make it quite clear where we think the 
decision responsibility should rest in each case, and who should be 
responsible for implementing the decisions once they are taken. 
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6 - NEXT STEPS 

108 . The members of Comhair le na nOspide al were announced in July, and the 
full membership of the RHBs will be known shortly. Clearly, the first 
tasks of the four new bodies will include carrying out a careful review of 
the role and approach that we have proposed for them, and then agreeing 
the immediate steps needed to begin their work. We very much hope to 
meet with the new bodies to provide whatever assistance i s appropriate in 
clarifying our recommendations and in helping them define in more detail 
how they can best proceed. 

109. In this chapter we suggest a general approach to getting the new bodies 
under way, and the tasks that they and the Department should carry out 
fo r this purpose. 

GE NERAL APPROACH 

110. In the initial months, the primary focus of the new bodies will of necessity 
be on getting organized and prepared to fulfil the roles for which they were 
established. More specifically, they should concentrate on: 

110. 1 Reviewing and agreeing their roles - i.e., the scope, 
objectives and approach 

110. 2 Reviewing and agreeing tasks and priorities - i.e., 
establishing specific and practical end result objectives 
in an annual plan, which should define 

Immediate tasks, such as decisions on urgent 
consultant appointments 

Longer term tasks, such as the development of 
a 5-year hospital service plan for each area of 
the country, including regional and national 
specialties 

110. 3 Deciding how they should set about performing these tasks, 
including what working parties and committees they need 
for the purpose 

ll 0. 4 Cons idering what their information needs are likely to be 
(both immediately and in the long term) and how these 
needs can best be met, and setting about getting them 
met. 

McKinsey & Company, Inc. 
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COMHAIRLE NA nOSPIDEA L 

111. In its initial meetings. the Comhairle will need to decide how to deal with 
short-te rm decisions on appointments, as well as how to carry out its 
longer term role. It will therefore have to 

111. 1 Identify what short- term decisions are required on 
a pplications for consultant posts - both new and 
replacement requests - and resolve them as soon as is 
appropriate. 

111. 2 Determine how it can most effectively deal with these 
matters longer term 

Deciding how it will deal with applications for 
the establishment of new posts, and instructing 
the managing authorities {with information to 
the RHBs ) when applications should be in, and 
what data it requires in their support. We 
would suggest that, so far as possible, final 
decisions on all applications should be made at 
one point in the year, so that priorities can be 
fully assessed and the financial effect of deci
sions included in budget submissions. 

Deciding how it will deal with applications to 
replace posts falling vaca~t, and instructing the 
managing authorities (with information to the 
RHBs) what notice it requires of such vacancies. 
It would appear that replacements at the rate of 
about 35 per annum over the next few years 
(Paragraph 39. 1) may have to be considered, and 
we would suggest that they be handled in batches 
during the year so as not to delay action to refill 
authorized posts. 

111. 3 Consider the broader personnel role that you will be pro 
posing, and agree its terms of reference for this 
purpose as well as the new regulations. It will probably 
then need to set up project groups to consider the rele
vant matters, such as more standardized selection 
procedures for consultant posts, in more detail. 
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112. Clearly, it will be some time before the Hospital Services Secretariat can 
be set up and can provide the staff work required by the Comhairle. We 
suggest that in the interim the Department should provide the support. 
Two immediate inputs from the Department that would be useful to the 
Comhairle would be 

112. 1 To prepare for it an analysis of all existing consultant 
posts by specialty and by hospital 

112. 2 To advise the Comhairle of your priorities for devel
oping the service, and of the resources likely to be 
a vailable each year over the next few ·years. 

THE REGIONAL HOSPITAL BOARDS 

113 . Whereas the Comhairle faces an initial list of specific decisions on new 
posts, the RHBs do not. They require substantial information before they 
can make headway with the complex problems of advising on the develop
ment of hospital service plans. The following steps would appear to be 
needed: 

113. 1 The Department should give immediate attention to 
setting initial and provisional objectives, priorities 
and s tandards affecting the hospital service. These 
should be develope d within the next 3 months. At 
this stage, they will obviously be tentative, but it is 
essential that some national guidance is issued, or 
initial planning at regional and area levels will start 
on a fal se basis. The guidance should distinguish 
between national and regional specialties on the one 
hand, where the RHBs will be able to play an 
immediate role in stimulating thinking about the for 
ward development of service s, and general specialties, 
where they will first require more information from 
the health boards. 

113. 2 When the Department • s guidance is available, before 
the end of 1972, the RHBs could then review it and 
decide what problems they themselves should 
immediately address through the use of working 
parties. These problems will be mainly concerned 
with the f~:>rward development of national and regional 
specialties, but they may include other matters of 
obvious concern to more than one area. 
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113. 3 The health boards, cooperating with voluntary hospitals 
in their areas, should also use the Department 's guidance 
to prepare an a ssessment of how far existing services 
(other than national and regional specialties) meet the 
initial national standards and the local needs. They will 
be able to start this assessment as soon as the initial 
national guidance is available, and should produce the 
results 2 or 3 months later. 

113. 4 The RHBs could then review and decide, in consultation 
· with the relevant health boards and voluntaries, what 

problems stand out from the initial assessment of the 
local situation (Paragraph 113 . 3) as requiring urgent 

· attention at area level. They could then set up area 
committee s and working parties, appropriate ly com 
posed, to tackle these problems. Obviously, it will not 
be wise to try to tackle every problem simultaneously 
and each RHB will have to decide its priorities at this 
stage. It will be much wiser to s tart simply, and 
become more ambitious later . 

114. As with Comhairle na nOspid~al, the Hospital Services Secretariat will 
not be immediately available to serve the RHBs. We suggest that each 
RHB chairman should decide how to provide initial staff assistance to his 
board, calling on the Department for help if he wishes. The same applies 
to initial project work on national and regional specialties. However, 
soon after the area assessment of general hospital services is available 
in the early part of 1973, we hope that the Chief Officer of the Secretariat 
will have been appointed and that the Secretariat will be able to provide 
continuing help . 

THE HOSPITAL 
SERVICES SECRETARIAT 

115. The first, urgent, step regarding the Secretariat, when you and the boards 
have considered the main recommendations of this report, is to select 
and appoint the Chief Officer. We suggest that an appointment panel should 
be set up for the purpose and are prepared to put forward our ideas on its 
composition. 

116. Other appointment panels will be needed for the officers one level below 
the Chief Officer. Urgent as these appointments are, however, we believe 
that they must wait until the Chief Officer can participate in the selection. 
The staff of the analytic unit, and other supporting staff, should be 
appointed '.;)y the Chief Officer in due course thereafter. 
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117. We suggest that the Department should be asked to investigate the future 
of the staff of the Hospitals Commission with a view, after full consulta
tion, to their assignment to appropriate posts (see Paragraph 76). 

THE DEPARTMENT 

118. As recognized above, these new bodies, Comhairle na nOspideal and the 
RHBs, will begin functioning before the staff support services proposed 
for them can be put in place. Howeve-r, they will urgentl y need staff 
support in these initial months. To meet this need we recommend that 

118. 1 The Department provide the staff support needed by 
these bodies until the Hospital Services Secretariat 
is operational. 

118. 2 This staff support should take three forms: 

- Preparing a summary of the available statistics 
that w i ll be hel pful to the new bodies at their 
early meetings. This summary shoul d be selec
ted t h oughffully, so as not to inundate the new 
bodies with data that they do not in fact need. 
It should include an analysis of present con
sultant posts for the Comhairle (Paragraph 112. 1) 
and the main facts available about the needs and 
services of each area and region for the RHBs. 

Providing wherever possible the assistance 
requested by each body. 

- Helping in the setting up of the Hospital 
Services Secretariat. 

119. At the same time the Department should formulate nationa l guidance on . 
objectives, priorities and standards affecting the hospital service 
(Paragraph 113. 1) and should help the health boards use this guidance 
to assess local needs (Paragraph 113. 3). It will also need to take over 
from the Hospitals Commission tasks in relation to personnel employed 
in the voluntary hospitals (Paragraphs 95 and 97) . In the longer term it 
must decide how to achieve a single national system of negotiation for 
each staff group (Paragraph 97 ), and should progressively relax the 
number of detailed personnel controls (Paragraph 95). 
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS ON NEXT STEPS 

(TIMING IS TENTATIVE AND SUBJECT TO REVISION) 
. 

1972 1973 

Ma in Ta sks Res pons i b il i ty s 0 N 0 J F M A M J 

1. Prepare summary of re le van t, ava ilable facts for Deportment 
Comho i r le and RH Bs 

2. Formulat e notional gu idance on objectives, priorities Deportment -
and standards affecting th e hospi tal service 

3. Hold f i rst meetings of new bodies, consider McKinsey Comhairle 
report, decide ro le and a p proach RHBs -

4. Dea l w i th short-term decisions required on consultant Comhoirle 
posts 

5. Decide how to handle consul tan t post app li cations Comho i rle 
longer term 

- New posts 

- Replacements 

6. Cons ider how to handle work o n common se lection Comh o i rl e and •••• 
procedures, draft new regulation s , and lay th em before Department 
tne Oireachtos t 

7. Con s ider further broodeni ng o f Comho i rle ro le o n te rms Co mho i r l e and 
and cond it ions, etc. Department -

8. Cons ider notiona l g uidance on o bjectives, p riori t ies RHBs 
and standards affecting th e hospi ta l service, dec ide 
whic h proble ms to address immed ia te ly , a nd set up a 
sma ll n umber of work ing pa r t ies 

9. Prepare assessment of loco I n e e ds and priorities in Heo l tn boards 
light of notional a nd RHB g uidance working w i tt. 

vo luntaries 

10. Review loco I assessment s, dec ide what area committees RHBs -
and furtner working parties t o set up; when satisfied 
that loco I assessme nts represen t a vo lid init io I service 
plan for each area, send wi th comments to Comhoir le 
and Deportment 

11. Set up appointment panel for the Chief Officer of the . Chairman of 

Hospitof Services Secretaria t each new body 
and Deportment 

12. Select and appoint Chief Officer Appointment 
panel 

13. Provide staff support to each new body unti l Hospita l Deportment ••• ••• •••••••• ••• •••• ••• • ••• • ••• ••• 
Services Secretariat is o perat iona l 

14. Toke over personne l work f rom Hospi ta ls Comm iss ion Deportment •••• • •• 
and beg in to p lan a better notional personne l syste:n 

1 5. Review progress and rep la n Senior off icers 
of Deportment 
in consultat ion 
wi th c hairmen 

-



·. 

120. The Department will also soon be considering what changes to make in 
its own organization and methods of operation to play its part as well as 
possible in the service of the future. 

* * * 
121. These recommendations on next steps are summarized in Exhibit 21. They 

p r ovide an initial list only. The list will have to be reviewed in light of 
what is actually achieved in the first 3 months. 

122. In smnmary, much n eeds to be done before the new bodies can be 
expected to begin fulfilling the roles fo r which they were established. 

122. l The boards themselves must fully think through their 
rol es and see them to be potentially useful and effective. 

122 . 2 They must develop in practice the pattern of their rela
tionships with the other bodies within the health system. 

122. 3 They must select the information they need and ensure it is 
provided on a continuing basis. 

122. 4 The Department must meet the initial supporting staff 
needs and help to set up a permanent staff as quickly as 

possible. 

122 . 5 And the Department as your staff has, of course, a major 
responsibility for assisting these bodies to become 
effective as soon as possible; and for adapting itself to 
play its own role, as revised by the introduction of the 
new bodies. 

123. The leadership and work dem~nds on you and your senior Departmental 
staff in the . coming months will thus be very heavy. But the expected con
t ribution of these changes in strengthening the health care system in 
Ireland should prove ample reward for the added work load during these 
months. We will, of course, continue to provide as much· support as 
possible to you and your staff during these last weeks of our study, and we 
shall seek to help in any way we can thereafter. 

Me Kinsey & Company, Inc . 
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, 
FUNCTIONS OF COMHAIRLE NA nOSPIDEAL 

(Extract F r om Health Act, 1970, section 41(1)) 

(b) The functions of the Council shall be -

(i) to regulate the number a.nd type of appointments 
of consultant medical staffs and such other 
office r s or staffs as may be prescribed, in hospitals 
engaged in the provision of. services under this 
Act; 

(ii) to specify qualifications for appointments referred 
to in s ubpa ragraph (i), subject to any general 
r e quirem e nts d e termined by the Minister; 

(iii) to advise the Minister or any body establishe d 
under this Act on matters relating to the organi
sation and operation of hospital services; 

(iv) to pre par e and publish reports relating to hospital 
. serv1ces; 

(v) to perform any functions which may be pre
scribed, after consultation with the Council and 
with such bodies engaged in medical education 
as appea r to the Minister to be appropriate, in 
relation to the selection of persons for appoint
ments r e ferred i:o in subparagraph (i) and 

(vi) to per form such other cognate functions in 
relation to hospital services as may be prescribed. 

Me Kinsey & Company, Inc. 
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Regulations 

8. ( 1) The functions of a regional hospital 
board shall be:-

(a) to consider and keep under review 
the ger1eral organi sation and 
development of in- patient and out
patient services in the hospitals 
administered by health boards or by 
other bodies in its functional area 
which are engaged in the provision 
of services under the Act, with a 
view to promoting the organisation 
and development of these services in 
an efficient and satisfactory manner, 

Appendix B - 1 

FUNCTIONS O F THE REGIONAL HOSPITAL BOARDS 
I 
l 

Recommendations on How Regulations Should Be Applied 

. • 

' 
The RHB should fulfil this function in three main ways, never losing sight of the interrelationship with community . serv1ces 

- Sponsoring inte rhospital comparisons and expert studies by the Hospital Se rvices Secretariat (and 
through it by other bodies) 

- Setting up working parties, suita bly composed for the purpose in hand , to study selected matters 

- Setting up area committees, wh~re it judges necessary, to bring voluntaries and the relevant 
health board together in the study of common problems .. 

~------~-------------------------------------r-------------------------------- ----·---------------------------------------------·------ ----------------------------1 

(b) to make such recommendations as it 
thinks fit arising from the considera
tion and r eview under paragraph (a) 
to the Minister, t o a health boar d or 
to any other body concerned, 

The RHB and its working parties and committees should select carefully to whom to make recommendations and 
in what form , so as to have the maximum h'elpful impact. It will sometimes be appropriate t o comment 
in confidence to managing authorities .. 

~----------------------------~-----------------4---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
(c) to consider any proposal of a health 

board or other body referred to in 
paragraph (a) for -

(i) a change in the user of a 
- hospital maintained by it1 

(ii) an extension of such hospital, 
or 

(iii) the discontinuance of such 
hospital. 

(d) to advise the Minis ter on hospttal 
policy insofar as it affects the func
tional area of the board, 

(e ) to make appropriate representati ons 
to Comhairle na nOspid~al on the 
matter s referred to in section 
4 1 (1) (b) (i) of the· Act, 

The RHB ' s power is one of review and recommendation within the context of the service plan which it prompts 
each area to produce . Article 8(3)(a) of the Regulations state s that the health board or other body concerned may 
only a c t, after the RHB' s review, in accordance with its decision. However the ultimate responsibility for 
decision in these :uatters in fact lies with the Minister as he has made clea r in the debates on the Regulations, 
and as article 38 of the Health Act, 1970, prescribes in the case of the health boards. · 

The RHB s hould fulfil this function by 

- Advising on national guidelines for hospital services 

- Reviewing and commenting on area service p l ans 

T he RHB will receive copies of all applications for additional consultant, etc. , posts, and for replacements, and 
will have the right to comment to the Comhairle before the l atter takes its decisions. 

McKinsey & Co;mp,any, Inc. 
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FUNCTIONS OF THE REGIONAL ' HOSPITAL BOARDS 
(Continued) 

B-2 

-·----------------------------------------,-·--------------------------------~------------------------ ·--------------------------------------~ 

Regulations 

(f) to advise hospital authoritie s in its 
area, 

(g ) to govern the numbers and types of 
officers and employments (other 
than those referred to in section 
41 ( 1) (b ) (i) of the Act) in such 
ho spital s and, e xcept insofar as the 
Minister has the function, the re
muneration of such officers, 

(h) to examine, to the e xtent deter 
mined by the Minister, the 
estimates of receipts and expendi 
ture of the relevant health boards 
(insofar as they relate to hospital 
services) and of other bodies 
administering in its functional area 
hospitals providing services under 
the Act and to make to the Minister 
any recommendations on such 
estimate s which it thinks fit, 

(i) to a llocate to hospital projects (in
cluding projects for equipment) in 
its a rea the public capital funds 
made available by the Minister, to 
the extent that such funds are not 
specifically allocated by the 
Minister for projects which, in 
his opinion, are major projects , 

(j} to control the expenditure of capital 
funds allocated by it under para-. 
graph (i), 

(k) subject to subarticle (4) of thi s 
article, to appoint persons in the 
c·ategories referred to in section 
41 (1) (b) (i) of the Act and to assign 
any such person to a health board or 
to a particular hospital or group of 
hospitals , 

(1) to organise advisory services 
management for hospitals. 

on 

RecommeRdations on How Regulations Should Be Applied 

The RHB itself, its working parties and area committees, and its staff, will a ll contribute to this function. 

The RHB should f ulfil this functi on by 

-

-

Sponsoring interhospital comp~rison s and expert s tudies as under article 8 ( 1) (a) and making 
recommendations under 8 ( 1) (b) 

Advising on national guidelines as under article 8 (1) (d) 

Recommending through its area committees and working parties how performance can be improved 

The RHB should fulfil this function by 

- Sponsoring retrospective compari s ons , etc. , as under article 8 (1) (a) 

- Recommending, particularly through its working parties and area committees, how changes in allocation 
or expenditure can improve performance 

It should not examine detailed estimates between their preparation by the managing authority concerned and their 
submission to the Ministry. 

T he RHB should 

- Recommend through its area committees how changes in allocation or expenditure can 
improve performance, including funds for small capital projects unde r , say, £5,000 each 

- R eview and comment on the priority of all projects over £5, 000 in the context of the area service plans. 

The RH B should not control expenditure under this article since that responsibility should be laid clearly on the 
managing authority concerned, except for large national schemes. 

The RHB will fulfil this function (of appointing consultant, etc., staff) with the consent of the re levant managing 

authorities (article 8 (4 )) . 

The RHB will 
in its region, 

ensure these services 1are available, to the extent that they are needed by the manag-i~g authorities 
either from the Hospital Services ?ecretariat, or from the Department, or from other sources. 
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